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Alternative asset manager Quintet Partners has written its third private equity

cheque, this time popping up with a Queensland-based health sector deal.

Street Talk can reveal Quintet has taken a stake in Exact Radiology - a business that

has 13 diagnostic imaging clinics in south-east Queensland and plans for a

greenfield development in South Brisbane.

Quintet joins the company's share register alongside New Zealand-based private

investment firm Direct Capital, Bridgeport Capital and the company's founding

radiology shareholders.

Exact Radiology was founded more than a decade ago and now owns nine

readiology clinics, and reads images for anothe four and the Ipswich Hospital.

Quintent's capital injection is expected to help fund growth including expanding
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Quintent s capital injection is expected to help fund growth, including expanding

its clinic footprint and into additional services.

It's Quintet's third private equity investment. The firm also has stakes in trustee

and responsible entity group One Investment Group, and IT recruitment agency

Talent International.

Quintet follows a bunch of other financial and strategic investors into radiology.

Sector bigwig I-MED is owned by European buyout investor Permira, while

Quadrant Private Equity has Queensland-based QScan.

Exact Radiology is expected to use the capital injection to grow its business.  Jessica Shapiro
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